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Abstract — Security systems based on video motion detection gain an important role in volumetric and perimeter 
protection. Their main advantage is that they are being integrated with existing video surveillance systems, i.e. 
they are using common modules. These systems have a high coefficient of detection Pd, but unfortunately the 
coefficient of false alarms Pf is too high. In the present article is shown an example with protection of an object 
using budget video components and there is achieved a good performance of detection (Pd is high and Pf is low) 
in protection of one area by two video cameras.
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1.Introduction
A modern Closed Circuit CCTV system has two 

major functions:
• First function is related with video information. 

The system has to give services for producing, 
processing and saving of video information from 
observed area. The system is also responsible to 
support an interface with local and remote users for 
live and/or playback view;

• The other function is security. Modern video 
system replaces successfully alarm system in the 
field of protection of perimeter and volume, i.e. 
for indoor and outdoor applications. The system 
processes the image by intelligently checking for 
changes in the picture (frames), which may be 
caused by the intrusion. A simple (and cheap) Video 
Detection System (VDS) perform processing of level 
quantitative change of pixels in certain areas of the 
picture. The more complex systems have intelligent 
processing of many factors such as perspective, fog, 
swaying tree branches and bushes. Per example, they 
can distinguish a crawling person from large dog, etc.

At Fig.1 is shown a typical diagram of video 
surveillance system. Video cameras can be two types 
- conventional or IP. In a conventional type the video 
signal is transmitted by coaxial cable as complex TV 
video signal, which contains an analog data for image 
and synch pulses. Analog video information enters 
Digital Video Reorder (DVR), and then it is converted 
to digital, multiplexed and recorded on the hard disk.

The DVR can be connected with monitors for 
local users and it have an RJ-45 jack for Internet 
connection for remote access users equipped with 
PC and client software (CMS).  The CMS software 
can integrate from tens to hundreds of DVR at one 
console.

In the case of the conventional video system, 
VMD software may be implemented in the DVR 
and/or in the client software.

On the other hand, the IP cameras transmit 
compressed digital signal to Network Video Recorder 
(NVR). They use a LAN cable for transportation of 
the information. NVR saves the video information 
and plays a role as video and stream server. Typically, 
in IP systems the video information is used via 
Internet from remote user(s). Most frequently 
used compressions for IP video surveillance are 
H.264, MPEG4 and MJPEG. Due to compression 
capabilities, here is possible to transmit a video 
signal with higher volume of information and here 
are speaking for megapixel surveillance.

In the case of IP video system there are two new 
capabilities:

• to program remotely IP camera from CMS 
software;

• to have a embedded VMD in the IP camera. By 
this way, the distributed calculation power of cameras 
eases NVR processor from calculation for VMD.

Moreover, in IP systems the VMD can be realized 

Fig.1. Typical scheme of video surveillance system
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in 3 places in the diagram (see Fig.1): cameras, in 
NVR and CMS.

On the market there are other varieties such 
as the works of Israeli company IO Image. The 
company offers a stand-alone modules for intelligent 
video motion detection, which can be connected to 
conventional and IP cameras

2. Problem formulation
A video system is built in one factory (Fig.2). 

The system has two aims: for observation and for 
protection of perimeter. On one side the factory 
limits with field in a distance of 80m. From this side, 
near to the fence there is a way with a macadam 
paving. Along the way vehicles pass relatively rare. 
For security purposes they are using analog video 
cameras with a resolution of 700 Tvl, sensitivity 
of 0.001 Lux and DVR with built-in video motion 
detection (Fig.3). DVR has outputs, which are 
connected to a siren. At any alarm situation, the siren 
sounds for a 30 s.

Unfortunately there are many false alarms, 
caused by the car lights, moving branches of trees 
and bushes. With aim to reduce the false alarms Pf, 
the guards are setting detection Pd to low sensitivity.  
By this way they are decreasing the coefficient of 
identification Ki, and they have compromised the 
security.

The management of the factory doesn’t have 
enough money to change the system with a more 
complex one equipped with enhanced VMD system.

3. Problem formulation
3.1 The experiment 
With aim to investigate alarm triggering, there 

was passed an experiment. 
Alarms generated by the 
two cameras mounted on 
opposite sides of the fence 
are recorded in event log. 
Additionally there are 
made 4  intrusions. After 
reviewing the records,  
are established causes for 
alarm triggering. Results 
are  l is ted in  Table 1 
(shortened).

Fig.3. Video Motion Detection setup

Event time 
[hh:mm] 

Cam 
1 

Cam 
2 

Cause 

10:35 *  Movement out of the area (trees) 
10:37 *  Movement out of the area (trees) 
11:07 * * Intrusion 
11:07 * * Intrusion 
11:15 *  Movement out of the area (trees) 
12:36  * A reflection from car mirror 
15:15  * A car passes through the area 
16:36 *  Movement out of the area (trees) 
16:59 *  Movement out of the area (trees) 
18:03  * A bird 
19:10 * * Intrusion 
19:10 * * Intrusion 
20:17 *  Car light 
22:05 * * Intrusion 
22:05 * * Intrusion 
22:06  * Intrusion 
23:08 *  Car light 
23:10  * Bug passes close to the camera with IR 
23:58 * * Intrusion 
23:59  * Intrusion 

 

Fig.2. A scheme of the factory

Table 1
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3.2. Conclusions from experiment
The system was left to work for a 3 days. 

After that, the results are analyzed and it can make 
following conclusions:

False alarms are caused by factors that occur 
outside the guarded area.

After the analysis of false alarms caused by the 
VMD of the video cameras is found that they are 
caused by factors that are not represented in the two 
channels simultaneously;

 Sources of false alarms appear glare from car 
headlights, movement to the neighboring properties 
and birds close to the camera, a sudden change in 
sunlight (from parallax, movement of clouds, shaking 
branches) and others.

On the other hand each intrusion in the protected 
area would generate an alarm and simultaneous in 
both channels.

3.3. Solution
In order to reduce false alarms, each camera 

manages separate programmable output PGM. If 
a camera triggers an alarm, the PGM gets active 
level for 30 s. The two outputs are connected in a 
logical AND. 

In this case there will be an alarm if the both 
channels have generated an event at the interval of 
30 sec.

3.4. Calculations
With aim to make an accurate evaluation of 

the identification is necessary to find a method of 
quantitative evaluation of the identification of the 
alarm situation. Similar calculations are given in [1] 
and it is illustrated at Fig.4. Let:

• Set {A} is е authentic area of Controlled Alert 
Event (CAE). Realization (fulfillment) of an element 
of set {A} indicates an intrusion;

• Set {B} is the area of generated alarms by 
VMD system. They reaction is called “image of 
CAE” and is presented by set {B}.  Unfortunately 
the Set {A} and Set {B} aren’t overlapping fully;

• Set {A∩B} is set of correct intrusion 
identification;

• Set {A-B} is set of not identified events 
(intrusions);

• Set {B-A} is set of false alarms.
Probability of detection (recognition) Pd. It 

evaluates the possibility for the system registers 
CAE:

 (1)

where:
{A} - set of CAE;

}{ BA ∩  - Set of correct identified CAE.
False Alarm Ratio FAR (Probability of False 

Alarm) Pf. It is indices which evaluates possibility 
that registered alarm is false.

}{
}{

BCard
ABCardPf

−
=  (2) 

It is claimed that if Pd =1 and Pf = 0 then 
identification is maximal. Both coefficients Pd and 
Pf describe adequacy of identification, but they not 
give separately full information about ii. For this 
reason a coefficient of Identification Ki is introduced: 

}{
}{

BACard
BACardKi ∪

∩
=  (5) 

It includes information about both inverse 
situations: non identification and false alarm. This 
indices have smaller value when two sets {A} and 
{B} are not cut (Ki = 0) и higher when they are 
matched fully (Ki = 1). 

The results of the first experiment (the cameras 
are connected in a logical OR) are: 139 alarms, 11 
true alarms (11 intrusion attempts) and 128 false 
alarms.

After connecting the two PGM in logical AND, 
the system is placed in a test examination for a further 
3 days.The results are: 15 alarms, 12 true alarms, (12 
attempted penetration) and 3 false alarms.

The results are compared at Table 2.

Fig.4. A set theory of identification
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Table 2
 Case  

OR 
Case  
AND 

Probability of detection Pd 1 1 
False Alarm Ratio  Pf 0.92 0.2 
Coeff. of Identification Ki 0.073 0.8 

 

4. Conclusion
In practice, at area of alarm systems, they 

usually use two opposite volumetric detectors. This 
connection is knows as eye to eye checker. Through 
the simultaneous analysis of the image from the two 
video cameras may be carried out considerably more 
accurate identification of the alarm situation.

It is possible to create special 3D software. For 
example, this software it is possible to specify the 
following types of areas:

• motion - whenever an alarm violation;
• double Knock - triggers an alarm if there are 

two consecutive activations of the same camera for 
a certain period of time;

• common motion  - triggers an alarm if there 
are violation of both cameras for a period of time;

• 3D motion - The images from 3 cameras, 
guarding one area are processing with aim to generate 
precisely an alarm situation. In this situation, it is 

possible to introduce some type of masks. Such 
software can track the direction of the intrusion.
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Резюме — Видеодетекцията на движение има все по-нарастваща роля за охрана на обем и 
периметър в съвременните системи за сигурност. Основното преимущество е, че видеодетекцията 
се явява имплементирана функция в системите за видеонаблюдение. Тези системи имат висок 
коефициент на детекция, но за съжаление коефициентът на фалшиви аларми също е висок, което 
компроментира идентификацията. В настоящата статия се предлага подход за охрана на периметър, 
базиран на бюджетни компоненти: цифров видеорекордер и две конвенционални камери с повишена 
адекватност на идентификацията. 

Ключови думи — видеодетекция, идентификация, видео камера, видеонаблюдение, видеоконтрол


